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CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was to assess and detennine the current level of technology 
competencies in preservice teachers at the University of Northern Iowa (UNI). The Teacher Education 
Faculty at UNI developed and adopted the Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies (Appendix A), 
perfonnance-based competencies modeled on several national standards documents. Preservice teachers at 
three different levels in the college of education program participated in this study. 
Visions of classrooms in the 21st century center on the concept of technology advancements to 
enhance learning. The Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) reported and addressed the need for 
colleges of education to improve students' ability to use technology in their professional practice (Fiason, 
1996). To take the steps needed to improve the college of education's instruction and curriculum, the 
Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies was used as a needs assessment to gain understanding of 
students' current proficiency levels. 
Technology an~ teaching perspectives are reforming classrooms globally. As stated, " ... the 
effects of failing to keep up continue to downgrade America's educational system" (Algozzine, Antonak, & 
Bateman, 1999, p. 26). Colleges of education are obligated to meet these demands; in essence they are 
leaders of educational changes for the future. 
Statement of the Problem 
This research was conducted to measure the proficiency of preservice teachers at UNI in their use 
of technology, specifically the educational and classroom use of technology. Measuring preservice 
teachers' ability to connect their knowledge of the technology to teaching and student learning will provide 
a foundation for developing an outstanding education program that teaches preservice teachers to 
implement technology that changes their style of teaching and their beliefs about educational technology. 
UNI recognizes the importance of educational technology and is working toward a program that 
reaches the needs of its students by providing the best classroom experiences as well as field experiences. 
The data collected from this research project will identify needs that should be addressed in the 
restructuring and modifications to the program. 
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The key to educational technology is to achieve excellence in education (Hefzallah, 1999). The 
university is aiming for excellence in their college of education; the university is also aiming for excellence 
in preK-12 classrooms where graduates will impact the success of educational excellence. 
Statement of Hypotheses 
Research supports colleges of education to go beyond single courses of teaching skill acquisition 
and embed technology into existing preparation classes. At UNI, all education students are required to meet 
nearly half of the competencies in their required instructional technology course.· By the time preservice 
students have completed their methods courses, they have had a variety of experiences using an array of 
technology into the curriculum. 
Students enrolled in educational media, methods, and student teaching were administered a survey 
that asked the students to reflect and evaluate their own level of technology competence. A variety of 
analyses were made of the data. 
1. A comparison of the same questions across the different classes was studied. 
Therefore, the hypothesis was that responses would reflect that as preservice teachers 
' 
progressed through the teacher preparation program, they became more adept at 
integrating technology into curricula. 
2. Individual questions were examined to detennine in which areas the students were the 
strongest and in which areas they were the weakest. Applications that students are 
frequently required to use for courses (word processing, World Wide Web, and e-mail 
applications) would more likely rank higher than applications students are not 
frequently requested to use (spreadsheets and databases). Preservice teachers and 
practicing teachers integrate technology into instruction that they are using personally. 
Students will have less knowledge about copyright and awareness of uses of computers 
and computing technology in business, industry, and society. 
3. Student teachers were asked to reflect on their student teaching experiences. This is an 
ideal time for students to put theory into practice. Based on the questions asked, about 
their technology implementation, their supervising teachers implementation, and the 
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accessibility and access to resources will result in a correlation between the three. 
When technology integration is modeled and when there is access and availability, the 
chances of a student teacher using technology will increase. 
4. The last analysis of the data was performed on the way the students rate the current 
preparation program and their opinions on weather or not technology needs to be a 
stronger focus in the program. This is difficult to speculate. UNI offers an initial 
technology course and is working towards more integration into methods and student 
teaching. While in the process of building the program, the ratings will probably result 
with averages, not high or low. Secondly, as the program begins to place more 
emphasis on technology, students may begin to see a greater need to integrate 
technology. 
Limitations· 
The following limitations of this project are acknowledged: 
1. Different people ~or each of the classes administered the surveys. Therefore, various directions 
may have been given and students with questions may not have had a clear understanding. 
2. .. Some surveys had to be disregarded because they did not have all five levels of competency for 
the students to choose. The overall group sample was greatly reduced as a result. 
3. Not all questions on the survey could be analyzed. Some of the questions differed based on which 
class (educational media, methods, or student teachers) received the survey. There were 16 
questions that were exactly the same across all of the competencies that were used for the 
comparisons. 
4. The last section of the survey, Technology Resources and Tools For Content Areas, was not 
analyzed with the rest of the survey. This section was to be answered by the students according to 
their area of focus (math, science, reading, etc.). Either students did not understand how to respond 
to this area or the written directions were not clear. Responses ranged from every question being 
answered regardless of their area of focus or none of the questions in this area were answered. 
Therefore, this section is not valid. 
5. One of the comparisons will involve analyzing how each group compares to each other. Ideally, 
this study would have been best if completed over a 3-year period where students could be 
tracked. Instead, different students were provided the survey knowing that the students in the 
methods classes or student teaching currently would have different experiences than the 
educational media students. 
Definition of Terms 
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Technology- Even though technology is commonly used as a synonym for computer applications, the 
definition of technology in this research is extended to consist of calculators and audio and video resources 
including the Iowa Communication Network (ICN). 
Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies -Technology skills and knowledge divided into categories 
and questions written in a rubric format for student assessment with five defined levels of proficiency: I) 
Pre-novice, 2) Novice/Awareness, 3) Apprentice/Professional Skill, 4) Practitioner/Curricular Integration, 
5) Expert/Reflection. 
Preservice teachers - Stu~ents enrolled in the college of education at UNI ranging from newcomers just 
starting the program with possibly no hours invested in the program to students who are in their final stage 
of student teaching just prior to graduation. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Preservice teacher programs are concerned with the level of technology proficiency their students 
are graduating with at the completion of the program and the confidence and knowledge those students 
have to implement technology into their teaching. "It is important to look carefully at how teachers learn 
about using technology, for they are quite clearly the key to transforming teaching and learning''. (Schrum, 
1999, p. 83). According to Stetson and Bagwell (1999), making the difference with educational technology 
is two sided not only requiring " ... integrated and innovative uses of available technologies with K-12 
classrooms" (p. 151 ), but educational technology aslo depends on teachers who are capable of enhancing 
" ... student learning by stimulating creativity and by opening the doors to student initiated explorations" (p. 
151). Not only are the tools used to teach changing, but also the method of teaching is changing. 
To begin, the role technology has played in the college of education programs will be described. 
Then examine what college preparation programs are doing to improve their.students' level of proficiency 
in technology by using fie,Id experiences and identifying the challenges facing colleges of education .. 
Finally, a look at how and why UNI designed technology competencies to begin a process of analyzing 
their .students' technology proficiency at different intervals in their college of education's programs .. 
Background 
Today's preservice teacher education majors are expected to be leaders of technology application 
into the curriculum upon their graduation froniprep~tion institutions. Mageau has found that, "While it 
may indeed be the schools' responsibility to provide ongoing staff development and training for its veteran 
teachers, more and more superintendents are reluctant to hire new teacher candidates that are not already 
trained in the use of technology." (as cited in Stetson & Bagwell, 1999, p. 146). "While the demands of a 
first-year teacher are great, the added burden of demonstrat_ipg to seasoned colleagues the new trends in 
technology .makes it impera~\'t: that .tea~her preparation programs examine ways in whic~ to provide their 
students with many and varied technology-related experien~es" (Krueger, Hansen, Smaldino, 2000). 
In 1995, a report from .the Office of Technology Assessment indic_ated that only 3% of recent 
teacher education graduates felt "well-prepared" to use technology in the classroom (as cited in Stetson & 
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Bagwell, 1999,). Colleges of education have required students to take a technology education course, but 
have just started to recognize the importance of teaching technology beyond this course. Faison (1996) 
explains that many times a single course focusing on technology results in learning about technology rather 
than implementing and integrating technology to enhance learning. Technology needs to be encompassed 
throughout the program; Krueger, Hansen, and Smaldino (2000) support technology integration beyond the 
initial course to infuse technology by providing experiences for students to learn applications and at the 
same time model the role of technology in learning 
Identifying the background knowledge of preservice teachers is important as well. People learn by 
making connections to previous knowledge, schemata. Preservice teachers develop these schemata from 
their own experience of being a student in a K-12 classroom. For that reason, preservice teachers have 
predefined concepts of educational technology; several authors express their concerns. Balli, Wright, and 
Foster (1997) articulate that these predefined concepts are not always accurate in current K-12 classrooms. 
Hefzallah (1999) affirms, ''There is a tendency among teachers to use methods of teaching 
through which they were taught" (p. 276). Therefore, Hefzallah believes without technology integration 
experience, teachers tend to practice traditional methods. This is dangerous when education practices are 
being reformed to best meet the needs of students in the K-12 classrooms today and the new graduating 
teachers are using practices from 5-20 years ago. The technology tools are changing and so are the ways of 
teaching. Constructivism is a philosophical approach to teaching that is more student-centered and defines 
_, 
teaming as constructed knowledge (Roblyer & Edwards, 2000). 
Preservice Teacher Preparation Programs 
Importance of Field Experience 
If preservice teachers are to graduate understanding how technology is used in the classroom, they, 
as students, must teach lessons integrating technology and they need to be in the classroom setting with real 
students (Balli, Wright, & Foster, 1997). By the time preservice teachers start their student teaching 
experience, they should have already had this opportunity to practice teaching lessons with technology 
integration. As novices start to implement technology, their attention during the lesson focuses on the 
technology. The more practice an individual has, the more the individual will be comfortable with the 
implementation and will be able to focus on the curriculum and teaching again. Therefore, ifpreservice 
teachers are provided opportunities throughout their education, they are better prepared to integrate 
technology during student teaching and really build on the teaching aspects. 
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"Efforts to offer more practical training in teacher education have prompted research on field-
based experiences for preservice teachers" (Balli, Wright, &Foster, 1997, p. 47). As the opening line in 
chapter one of Emerging Trends in Teacher Preyaration, "For preservice teachers; field experiences are the 
critical step in becoming professional educators" (Slick, 1995, p. 1 ). Five areas of concern are addressed in 
this book that impact the success of field experience, one those areas is technology. Improving technology 
experiences in preservice preparation is a growing need to make the advances desired in the schools. 
Challenges Meeting Colleges of Education 
"The ideal way to incorporate technology into teacher education programs is to integrate it into the 
college curriculum, with professors modeling its use" (Munday, Windham, & Stamper, 1991, p. 29). 
Nonetheless, colleges of ed~cation have many challenges to meet to be successful in the approach taken 
· with integrating technology. "Unlike the rest of the university, however, instructors in teacher education 
programs are presented a double challenge: how to integrate technology into the K-12 classroom as well as 
into their own" (Stetson & Bagwell, 1999, p. 147). 
Research indicates that colleges of education actually lag behind in educational technology in 
comparison to K-12 schools (Schrum, 1999; Cooper & Bull, 1997). According to the OTA, "preservice 
education is the most direct and cost-effective way to educate teachers about technology" (as cited in 
Faison, p. 57).Preparation programs have to overcome many of the same struggles k-12 districts have to 
overcome including resources and time in preparing their faculty to implement technology. In addition, 
teacher education is low on the priority list for technology (Cooper & Bull). 
There are ideas and approaches colleges of education can use to meet the demands of teaching 
preservice teachers technology uses. Stetson and Bagwell (1999), outline these needs into three categories: 
1. initial training, 2. integration into methods courses, and 3. adequate and accessible resources. 
Cooper and Bull (1997) suggest developing technology plans to prioritize their needs. The plan 
should include, faculty development, equipment, integration methods, support structure, and resources 
(Cooper & Bull). Technology plans are a great way to establish goals and objectives, maintain a budget 
over time, and outline the steps to improving the program within a timeline. 
Technology Competencies 
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Technology competencies serve the purpose ofletting the preservice teachers reflect on their level 
of technology knowledge and degree of application towards integration into teaching. A new trend in 
teacher preparation is to let the preservice teachers become part of their own evaluation (Slick, 1995). One 
way of doing this in the area of technology is by providing the levels of proficiencies and offering students 
the opportunity to self-reflect. Hefzallah (1999), supports this need for technology competencies to be 
determined and levels of proficiency specified. Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies established 
by UNI, were designed to be progressive, allowing students to continually advance their level of 
proficiency as they advance through their program of study. 
Establishment of Competencies _ 
' 
The Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies were shaped from the combination and 
selection from other leading competencies derived by several national standards documents (Krueger, 
Hansen, & Smaldino, impress). These National Standards documents include the International Society for 
Technology in Education (ISTE) Recommended Foundations in Technology for All Teachers, which are 
adopted by NCATE; ISTE's National Educational Technology Standards for Students; and AASL/AECT's 
Information Literacy Standards for Student Learning. 
The additional areas addressed in the competencies developed refer to concepts and issues related 
to technology applications. The Information Literacy Standards for Student Learning served as a guide to 
addressing those areas where technology can be applied to learning. Teachers must not only "know how'' to 
operate technology, they must know "how to use" technology to enhance learning. The levels of 
understanding related to the application to technology to learning settings are crucial to successful -
integration into the curriculum. 
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Representatives from various components of teacher preparation were included in the 
development of the competencies. Faculty and staff from educational technology, the Office of Student 
Field Experiences, and a variety of content areas convened to write the UNI competencies. Initially they 
created a table of the !STE Recommended Foundations in Technology for All Teachers and listed courses in 
the teacher education program where each competency could be met.. This plan was abandoned when it 
I 
became apparent that requiring a certain competency to be taught in a particular course is too restrictive. 
University faculty need the freedom to explore the potential technology offers them in the same light as is 
being suggested for K-12 teachers. Further, in time-honored tradition, the '~intellectual freedom" of the 
university professor's courses made this type of approach clearly inappropriate to the direction that was 
desired- to have faulty initiate the integration of technology into their courses and their professional 
endeavors with students. 
The focus of the institution's instructional programs is to teach that technology should be used 
appropriately to enhance curriculum, not imposed artificially. If the competencies were assigned to 
individual classes, teacher education faculty would have to teach to the technology, rather than using the 
technology in creative ways to enhance learning. This would eliminate the possibility of student options for 
projects that integrate technology. Instead, the competencies were written in a survey format for preservice 
teachers or.teacher education faculty to indicate where they are meeting or requiring these competencies, 
respectively. 
Organization of Competencies 
The UNI Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies have three sections: 
1. Basic Technology Equipment Operations and Concepts..., This section recognizes that basic 
equipment operations are necessary to support the more purposeful use of technology in 
instruction. Without these basic operational skills, we would not be able to use technology to 
process information and solve problems. It is important that preservice teachers need to know 
how to operate more than just computer equipment, therefore this category based on the !STE 
standards was expanded to include a variety of A/V equipment such as video cameras, VCRs, 
Laserdisc players, etc. 
2. Technology Resources and Tools for Infonnation Literacy - This section was developed 
because of the view that technology tools are necessary to support infonnation literacy (the 
ability to gather, analyze, and communicate infonnation) for personal and professional 
reasons as well as for instructional purposes. Rather than separating those competencies that 
are considered "personal and professional" from the instructional competencies, each of the 
UNI competencies include both professional and instructional integration levels. 
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3. Technology Resources and Tools for Content Areas-This area addresses the ways that 
technology should be integrated in specific content areas that does not necessarily apply to all 
content areas. For example, it is important that preservice teachers of mathematics know how 
to integrate the graphing calculator into instruction. As preservice teachers respond to the 
survey, they reply only to the questions that pertain to their area of concentration. 
Finally, design of activities that are student-centered and appropriate for diverse learners is 
required for each competency, rather than having them as separate competencies. This intent is to engage 
the learners in experien!ial learning activities. Modeling good learning opportunities, while demonstrating 
ways in which to teach youth, faculty employ techniques and strategies that apply to all levels of learning. 
Levels of Competencies 
Each competency is written in a rubric fonnat for student assessment with five defined levels of 
proficiency: 1) Pre-novice, 2) Novice/Awareness, 3) Apprentice/Professional Skill, 4) Practitioner/ 
Curricular Integration, and 5) Expert/Reflection. It was detennined that not all students come to the 
learning situation with similar knowledge and skill. Furthennore, it was decided that at any point in the 
development of a competent first year teacher, there are stages through which each must pass. Thus, a set of 
. 
proficiency levels which traverse from having little or no knowledge of a skill or concept to a proficiency 
level that is deemed ideal for a classroom teacher. 
The premise in the design of the competency matrix that is used is that there is always room for 
improvement in the ability to integrate technology into one's teaching and learning experiences. Students 
are asked to continually assess their levels of proficiency as they progress through their program of study 
while at UNI. They are encouraged to add this to their professional development portfolio. 
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The levels of proficiency allow for diverse backgrounds of students coming into teacher education 
programs and variations in teacher education programs that one would expect to find across different 
universities, different courses and various sections of a course. The levels of proficiency also send an 
important message to the student. The student is not expected to achieve the Expert level of proficiency for 
every competency. The student may not achieve Expert level proficiency until after the first or second year 
of teaching. 
The competencies serve at several levels to: 
1. · Provide guidance for the design of specific courses that incorporate technology 
2. · Serve as a diagnostic tool for students 
3. Help provide quality advising for students throughout their program 
4. Recognize the areas of proficiency that need to be updated. 
Implementation of the Technology Competencies 
In order to implement the Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies as an exit requirement, a 
university must have a plan,for implementation in place. Students' technology competencies should be 
assessed at several points throughout the teacher preparation program, for example, in an instructional 
technology course, in methods courses, and during student teaching. The implementation of the 
competencies can be beneficial to the student and the program. 
The students at UNI are responsible for building a developmental portfolio as they progress 
through the program. The purpose of the portfolio is to illustrate their growth in the field of education over 
time. At the time of graduation, the portfolios are constructed to be professional portfolios that can be used 
for to represent skills and experiences to prospective employers. The Preservice Teacher Technology 
Competencies could be incorporated into the portfolio. This offers the opportunity for students to self-
assess their levels of technology proficiency. 
Faculty members can use the competencies to determine the skills and knowledge learned during a 
segment of the program. The competencies are a tool utilized as a comparison method of before and after. 
Faculty members can also use the competencies to better understand the entry level skills of the students 
entering their course and adjust their instruction accordingly. In general, the college of education benefits 
from the competencies also to monitor the development of the program. 
Summaty 
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Concerns pertaining to preservice teachers' level of technology competencies need to be addressed 
in teacher preparation programs and changes need to be made within the' college of education. Reports 
show that the use of educational technology in preparation programs have fallen short in comparison to K-
12 schools, causing graduates to be behind in educational technol.ogy, when new teachers are suppose to 
have the latest skills and knowledge on educational practices. ·. 
Providing field experiences in classrooms where teachers model the integration of technology, 
access ~o resources and equipment are available and preservice teachers practice teaching are valuable 
educational opportunities. These experiences not only help students learn how to use technology and teach 
lessons with technology, these experiences also reacquaint the students with current practices, 
environments, and students abilities in the use of technology. This is beneficial in restructuring teachers 
perspectives of classrooms they remember from being in school. 
' 
A single course approach is one way for colleges of education to teach students technology. Even 
though there are benefits to this approach, a combination approach of teaching the technology course and 
infusing technology into all classes offers more advantages. One way of incorporating technology 
throughout the program is to write a technology plan based on the vision of the program. From the plan, 
training, coursework, and resources can be estaolished. 
The University of Northern Iowa has established the Preservice Teacher Technology 
Competencies to serve as an evaluation tool to determine students' levels of technology skills and . 
knowledge as well as degree of educational impact on creating lessons and enhancing student learning. 
These competencies are a great contribution to the technology plan of assessing student needs and 
background knowledge. Not only are the competencies used for the college, they are also used for students 
to monitor their own progress towards technology development. 
CHAPTER Ill 
METHODOLOGY AND PROCECURES 
Participants 
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Three different groups were selected for the study. Each group consisted of students from the 
University of Northern Iowa studying to become teachers. Group sizes varied; the first group was the 
Educational Media class; this class is the initial technology class that focuses on different applications and 
uses of educational technology with projects focused on learning the technology, but related to K-12 topics. 
The majority of these students have just started the teacher education courses. Some surveys were 
disregarded as a result of students not completing the both the pre and post-tests or lack of responses to 
questions. As a result,· 142 surveys were used for analysis. 
The second group consisted of 81 teacher education students enro11ed in the methods courses, after 
removing surveys from this group that did not have the same levels of competencies. These students are in 
their final classes prior to student teaching for completing an education major. Student teachers totaled 116 
participants for the third group; they have had a semester of teaching under supervision. 
' 
Instrumentation 
. The Preservice Technology Competencies Survey (Appendix A) was developed for each group to 
reflect and evaluate their technology competencies. This survey is designed with a rubric fonnat starting at 
pre-novice and moving towards novice, apprentice,- practitioner, and then expert. The survey is composed 
of three categories: basic technology equipmen(operations and concepts, technology resources and tools 
for infonnation literacy, and technology resources and.tools for content areas. Due to the lack of 
consistency and responses to questions as noted in the limitations, sixteen questions on the rubric were then 
.used for the analysis (Appendix B). 
Procedure 
Educational Media students were asked to fi11 out the survey twice, once at the beginning of the 
semester and once at the end. The time frame between the two was approximately four months. The 
methods students and student teachers were only administered the survey at the end of the semester. 
Classes were taught, without an extra agenda for this research, to keep the curriculum, goals, and objectives 
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consistent with previous semesters. Students were asked to be accurate in their responses. Surveys could 
not be anonymous because the educational media students were tracked during the semester. However, 
responses did not have any influence on the class in which they were enrolled; surveys were not examined 
until all course work was completed. 
Methods and students teacher groups were not tracked; the same students were not taking the same 
survey at different stages in their educational experiences. However, participants received comparable 
educational experiences. Even though these differences exist, it is believed that accurate generalizations can 
still be made based on the teacher education program. 
Data Analysis 
The surveys were compiled and compared based on the classes in which students were enrolled: 
the educational media class was divided into two groups, pre and post, the methods group assigned as the 
third, and the fourth group was the student teachers. Data was tabulated as raw scores for each of the 
surveys. Averages were computed from the responses on each question answered by each group. 
The averages were used to compare the four different groups on the sixteen questions that were the 
' 
same. In addition, the averages could b.e used to observe each group singularly to find their strengths and 
weakness amongst individual questions and/or topics. 
Student teachers were also asked to evaluate their student teaching experience using technology. If 
field experiences hold the key to preservice teachers building skills in implementing technology, then 
investigating this area holds importance. In addition, the methods students and the student teachers were 
asked if their educational techn~logy preparation was adequate, and if technology should receive greater 
emphasis in the program. 
CHAPTERN 
RESULTS 
Class Comparisons 
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Levels of competency are progressive; as individuals become more proficient in an area of 
technology their level will develop and their score will be higher on the rubric scale. The lowest level is 
pre-novice, which is a 1 on the rubric. The next level is to novice/awareness, score of 2, then 
apprentice/professional, score of 3, after that is practitioner/curriculum integration, score of 4, and the 
highest level is expert/reflection, score of 5. Figure 1 illustrates the average scores by each class for the 16 
questions used for the analysis. See Appendix B for the questions and corresponding levels for each 
possible response. 
Class Comparisons 
-+- Ed. Media 2.13 1.99 2.54 1.99 1.89 2.15 2.70 2.69 1.86 1.76 1.38 
-Ed.Media 3.13 2.93 3.27 3.08 3.15 3.54 3.27 3.56 3.56 3.20 3.15 2.87 3.11 
-k-Methods 3.42 3.24 3.10 3.55 3.00 2.36 3.68 2.96 3.64 3.70 2.70 2.53 2.26 2.55 
_.,_ Student Teachers 3.73 3.29 3.17 3.59 2.96 2.73 3.32 2,80 3.20 3.56 2.54 2.65 2.36 2.61 
-+-Ed. Media (pre) -Ed. Media (post) -4r-Methods _.,_ Student Teachers 
Figure 1. Average Scores of UNI Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies 
' . 
As a result, the· educational media students (black diamond and blue square) made a significant 
• I • 
leap in improving their technology competencies; this was an expected outcome. The same students were 
tracked from the beginning to the end oftbe course. Improvement between the two intervals increased their 
proficiency levels on an average of 1.11 · points: This exemplifies the importance of having a class such as 
educational media, where stud~~ts are exposed to an array of media and have hands-on experiences with 
dif_ferent computer applications'.'This is an excellent start to a program that builds off this initial step. 
1.69 1.91 
3.00 3.15 
3.11 2.95 
2.28 3.25 
· The methods students were expected to have scores higher than the posttest of the educational 
media students and the student teachers were expected to achieve .even greater scores than the methods 
students. UNI preservice teachers participate in at least three field experiences. During those experiences 
students are encouraged to use technology within their lessons. The results indicate that the educational 
media students at the end of their course reached very similar outcomes to the methods students and the 
students teachers, contrary to what was expected. 
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One explanation for this is the method's students and the student teachers were not tracked. This 
means these two groups were expected to have improved their technology competencies from the time they 
had the educational media course. Ideally, the best way to measure that is to compare their growth to 
themselves versus another group just finishing the class. Therefore, limitations greatly reduce the degree 
and extent to which conclusive statements can be made. Factors that could affect the results by not tracking 
the students need to be acknowledged. 
First, not all the methods students and student teachers had the educational media course at UNI. 
This fact, however, di~ not seem trivial to the data when considered, the largest difference between the 
group who had taken educational media at UNI and those that had not was .06. The percentage of method's 
students that took educational media at UNI were 82. 7%; 92.2% of the student teachers took educational 
media at UNI. Even though this is not imperative to the results, this factor should at least be noted. 
Secondly, the course itself could have changed from the time in which the different groups had 
taken it. F~r example, there may have been·oifferent instructors teaching the course, the course content may 
: • ' • • I ,. -
have changed and requirements of the students may have been different. To say that the methods students 
and student teachers were at the same level of proficiency upon completion the educational media course as 
the educational media students just completing the class is inequitable. 
Even if the students were compared to themselves over a period of time, there is a possibility that 
scores in some areas would be lower or stationary. The fact that the students were not compared to 
themselves is not the only possible reason why the scores would result as they did with a slight decrease in 
some questions to a slight increase in others. First, some skills the students learned in educational media 
may not have been used after the class. Skills that are learned, but not practiced or performed are generally 
forgotten. Examples of the scores that decreased from educational media to the other courses were 
databases, spreadsheets, multimedia presentations, and graphic organizer software. These are application 
programs that are not often used on a regular basis without a purpose, such as: class requirement or job 
expectation. Filling out the survey after completing the course causes the information to be current and 
after time the information slips by. 
Another interesting conclusion drawn from the data were the three questions students rated as 
having the highest competency and three questions students rated as having the lowest competency. 
Table I illustrates those three questions by just the question number that can be referred back to in 
Appendix B- Questions Selected. 
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Ed. Media (Pre) Ed Media (Post) Methods Student Teachers 
9 9 IO l 
3 Highest Scores 10 IO 7 4 
7 7 9 10 
\ 
13 13 13 15 
3 Lowest Scores 6 3 6 13 
12 15 12 11 
Table 1. High and low scores for individual questions. 
The row with the highest scores are in the order from the highest to the lowest of the top three 
scores. For example, educational media students rated the competency about word processing and print 
layout, #9, as the highest; that being the competency they felt the most confident. The educational media 
i., 
students, and methods students were least confident about number 13 pertaining to. graphic organizers. This 
particular question had the lowest average for these groups. 
Both the pre ~d post surveys for the educatio~al media students and the methods, students had the 
same outcomes for the highest three questions (9, 10, and 7). The student teachers also marked question 10 
for one of the top three; this question was regarding word processing. Since the student teachers had two 
different questions as high competency could indicate that the students received experiences regarding 
these questions during student teaching. 
All four groups perceived themselves as having lower proficiency with question 13; this question 
was about using a graphic organizer. This information reports back to the college of education which areas 
of technology their students are feeling less confident and modify the program to include these 
technologies. 
Methods Students/Student Teachers 
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Comparing the scores of the methods classes and the student teaching experience does not show a 
considerable difference greater or lower; the two series in figure 1 are very similar. This could indicate that 
the students did not have student teaching experiences that increased their level of use in technology, nor 
their level in teaching with the use of technology. Student teachers were asked to rate the student teaching 
experience. The questions were: 
1. Information technology was readily available for use during student teaching. 
2. I integrated technology appropriately during student teaching. 
3. My cooperating teacher modeled appropriate use of technology with students. 
These three questions were ranked on a five-point scale where 1 was disagreed with the statement, and 5 
agreed with the statement. Figure 2 illustrates how the students responded to these questions. 
50 
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Student Teaching Reactions 
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3 
Figure 2. UNI Student Teachers Perceptions On Technology During Student Teaching Experience. 
This information is graphed to visually conceptualize the number of students responding on a 
continuum from disagree (response 1) to agree (response 5). Only two students from a total of 116 did not 
respond to these three questions. Looking at question 2 is important, whether or not the student teacher 
integrated technology. Thirteen percent agreed, that they had appropriately integrated technology during 
student teaching, while 41 % partially agreed; this is just over hal.f of the graduating UNI preservice 
teachers. 
Students are more likely to integrate technology when the technology is available and when the 
cooperating teacher is modeling lessons with technology. However, one of the challenges teachers are 
. . . 
faced with is one-computer classrooms arid lack of technical support and training. Therefore, the UNI 
student teachers need to be able to still integrate technology even if accessibility is less than optimal. As 
this survey is continued to be used in the future, the desire is for the student teaching experiences to place 
more importance on educational technology. 
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To conclude, this study looked at what UNI preservice teachers feel about the amount of focus on 
technology and the need to increase the emphasis placed on technology in the program: Pointed out in the 
literature review was the lack of significance preservice teachers can place on educational technology 
because their own experiences in education were more traditional methods of learning. Responses drawn 
from the smveys will be dJfficult to speculate the reasoning employed by students. Questions like this open 
the curiosity to ask the students why. That would be a' res~ch study appropriate to follow up after this 
study. 
·. Methods students were asked: 
1. On a scale from I to 5, 5 being the highest, how would you rate your preparation at the 
University on Northern lowa·io appropriately integrate technology into your teaching? 
2. Do you feel that technology should, receive greater emphasis in your teaching 
preparation? 
Student Teachers were asked to rate the following two questions on a scale of 1-5; one was 
',. -~; 
disagree and 5 being agree with statement. 
1.. I had adequate preparation at UNI to integrate technology in my teaching. 
2. . . Technology should receive greater emphasis in teacher preparation at UNI. 
Response to Technology Prepartion at UNI 
Methods Students 
100.0%--..-------------------------------, 
80.0%-+--------------------------------l 
56.9°/4 60.0%------------- -------------------
40.0% 
20.0% 
0.0% 
1 2 3 
I ■ Adequate Teacher Preparation 
Figure 3. Response to Technology Preparation at UNI - Methods Students 
4 5 
The methods students were not asked to rate the need for greater emphasis to be placed on 
technology, just whether or not it should receive greater emphasis. Those that thought technology should 
have greater emphasis were 79% and those that didn 't totaled 21 % . 
100.0% 
90.0% 
80.0% 
70.0% 
60.0% 
50.0% 
40.0% 
30.0% 
20.0% 
10.0% 
0.0% 
1 
Response to Technology Preparation at UNI 
Student Teachers 
2 3 4 
j-+-Adequate Preparation --Greater Emphasis 
Figure 4. Response to Technology Preparation at UNI - Student Teachers 
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5 
Both groups responded very similar to the question regarding adequate preparation. On the scale, 
the majority placed the preparation program right in the middle with almost an equal number of people 
responding on either side. Even though the question on the subject of technology having greater emphasis 
in the program was asked in a different ways, again both groups emphasized the feeling that technology 
should be given more weight within their program. 
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CHAf>TERV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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Teaching students technology skills and techniques ofintegration requires the collaboration of all 
stakeholders involved the college of education. Technology has been taught as a separate course in many 
preparation programs, butresearch indicates that the separate educational media course is needed for initial 
training; but is not the end all for what is considered necessary. The initial class lets students build their 
technology skills. However, all preparation courses, especially the methods courses need to integrating 
technology, must model the technology enhanced teaching strategies. In addition, field experiences have 
become beneficial for preservice teachers to put theory into practice. Colleges of education also meet some 
challenges of financial support, providing adequate resources, implementing strategies into their own 
classes, and providing teachers with experiences. 
Many national standards have written a basis of what preservice teachers should be able to do 
upon graduation of a teacher preparation program. The competencies designed by UNI are adopted from 
these different standards,, yet modified specifically for the institution. The Preservice Technology 
Competencies present the opportunity for preservice teachers to assess their own technology proficiency. 
Providing preservice teachers methods of reflecting on their teaching has become a means of evaluation on 
their growth. This lets the students become active in their own evaluations and recognize for themselves the 
strong areas and areas for improvement. 
Conclusions 
The research that was conducted using the Preservice Technology Competencies produced useful 
information with endless possibilities of ways to analyze the data. The most pertinent data that was 
extracted were the comparisons made between the different groups of students. As students progress 
through their educational program for teaching, their skills in the area of technology should develop and 
become more refined. The data collected indicated which areas the students did advance and the areas that 
the skills declined,' 
Finding the questions on which groups scored the highest and the lowest resulted in similarities 
between the classes that offer valuable information to the instructors in the preparation classes. Some areas 
the students rated low throughout the classes indicating there is not a class or experience meeting those 
technology needs. This infonnation can help detect the strengths and areas of improvements for the 
preservice students. The survey lets students assess their own competencies over a period of time, but the 
data is also very useful collected to make generalizations. 
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In addition, the data was examined for student teaching experiences and the opinions of the 
student teachers and method students regarding the program at UNI. This student teaching experience data 
was collected to determine if the field-based experience was providing the modeling of technology 
integration and accessibility and access to resources. This data was useful to detennine if students were 
taking advantage of practicing educational technology in the classrooms. Gathering infonnation about the 
preparation program was a way of looking at what the students regarded as important and how well they 
felt the program met their needs in technology preparation. 
Recommendations 
1. To be able to really compare student growth, over a period of time as students progress through a 
program of studyJ the students need to be trac~ed. There are added variables that have to be taken into 
consideration when comparing different students in the groups. By comparing the groups then the 
assumption is that the student teachers group at the end of their educational media class were equal to 
· . , ; educational media students just completing the class, which is not realistic. 
2. The Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies· (Appendix A) are categorized into three categories 
and include 30 questions, 2 that have 2'parts. Each group received slightly different surveys so the 
questions that were not worded the same were not included in the comparisons. As a result, half the 
survey could not be used for analysis. All groups need to be given identical surveys. 
3. One section of the survey, Technology Resources and Tools for Content Areas, was to be answered 
according to the student's major and minor in the education program. Each section of the survey had 
directions, but due to the length of the survey, students may not have skipped over the directions or 
misinterpreted what was asked. When the survey is administered again, this section needs to be 
clarified by the administrator. This section was answered very inconsistently. 
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APPENDIXA 
University Of Northern Iowa's 
Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies 
for the College of Education 
-· 
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Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies Survey 
· I. Basic Technology E.quipment Operations and Concepts 
Apprentice - I use operating system tools to install software, access programs or files in other 
drives (CD-ROM in drive d:/), and save and delete files within the context of Macintosh, 
Windows, and networked systems. I create my own folders to keep my files organized and 
maintain backups of my work. 
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Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that teach my students to access programs or files in other drives, save and delete files, organize 
folder, and maintain backups within the context of Macintosh, Windows, and networked systems. 
:· ;,~~~~!~}g~~J~l~~~~i~;~~}~fn••·· · ···.·ts.aiif t,!~~~~~!%~:=~~~~~£~~~tt~:{~~~~~~azorn1i; 
Pre-novice - I do not know an com uter terminolo . 
Apprentice - I understand terminology in computer hardware or software manuals or help files 
and can teach myself new program applications. I use correct computer terminology in written and 
oral directions form students. 
!:·~~~i»t~~-~~fgi~~fj;~~:·· .. ,, . 
Expert-.. ! reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that teach m students com · uter terminolo ·· · · · ·· · · 
Expert- I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that teach m students basic trouble~shootin techni ues. 
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; r~W{~~~~J~nowf; 
Pre-novice - I am not aware of 
Apprentice I understand the copyright law of 1976 and the multimedia fair use guidelines of 1996 
and I rovide uitable access to information technolo for all students in m classroom !Rf Wf l&l!:\fillf"' li~<ffi~JllviiseJ?i~I!::~~,~ 
Expert- I reflect upon and make educated decisions in detennining the effectiveness of activities 
that help my students gain awareness of copyright laws concerning infonnation and computer 
software and the im rtance of e uitable access to infonnation technolo 
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Expert - I reflect upon and inake educated decisions in detennining the effectiveness of adaptive 
assistive devices for students with s cial needs. 
II. Technology Resources and Tools for Information Literacy 
Pre-novice - I do not use the World 
fi~~~;~~fu~~~\wt:ii·. i~itio 
Apprentice-I use lists of Web resources and make profitable use of Web search engines to 
explore educational resources to find lesson plans arid/or teacher materials. I use a variety of 
search strategies, including the use of Boolean (and, or, not) searches to help target the search. I 
follow links from these sites to various Web resources: I regularly evaluate Web resources for 
authorit , accurac , currenc , and relevance. 
Expert- I reflect upon and make educated decisions in detennining the effectiveness of activities 
using Web resources to access inf onnation as compared to or combined with traditional methods 
in roducin intended learner outcomes for all students, includin diverse learners. 
Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
using electronic resources to access infonnation as compared to or combined with traditional 
methods in roducin intended learner outcomes for all students, includin diverse learners. 
Pre-novice - I do not use Internet and e-mail to communicate with others. 
·xNovrce-·c;:;•·1i havean1e:mru1,&count?.bur:tu§e:ar:ow··'J1S'e+mru11rnenus'aniftamit 
Apprentice - I use e-mail when required for classes and have belonged to a listserv in my 
professional areas. I check my e-mail account on a regular basis and maintain mail folders in an 
or anized manner. · 
:ilJls~·· 
{:~~1::;~~~H;\,:F, 
,sc1entt 
JQf~t 
Expert- I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
using e-mail and telecollaborative project Web sites to communicate with others as compared to 
or combined with traditional methods in producing intended learner outcomes for all students, 
includin diverse learners. 
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Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
using video conferencing to communicate with others as compared to or combined with traditional 
methods in roducin intended learner outcomes for all students, includin diverse learners. 
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?;'f ~t~~~~~~~~~~~J~:r~t~~;~~:~:¢('i'•,. 
Apprentice - I use spreadsheets for a variety of data-keeping tasks. I use labels, fonnulas, cell 
references and fonnattin tools in m s readsheets. I choose charts, which best re resent m data. 
Expert- I reflect upon and make educated decisions in detennining the effectiveness of activities 
using spreadsheets to calculate and display data and produce meaningful reports as compared to or 
combined with traditional methods in producing intended learner outcomes for all students, 
includin diverse learners. 
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. Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
using audio/visual resources to produce an audio or visual project as compared to traditional . 
methods in roducin intended learner outcomes for all students, includin diverse learners. 
III. Technology Resources and Tools for Content Areas 
Pre-novice - I am not aware of software and wa s to match to the needs of diverse learners. 
A entice - I have used and evaluated a variet of software for diverse learners. 
Expert:-- I reflect upon and. make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that incorporated a variety of software appropriate for the needs of the learner, as compared to 
traditional methods in roducin intended learner outcomes for all students. 
Apprentice - I have used and evaluated a variety of CAD and other instructional software 
ro rams a ro riate for the rade level s that I will teach: 
Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that require students to use.CAD and other instructional software as compared to traditional 
methods in rodridn intended learner outcomes for all students, includin diverse learners. 
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Apprentice - I have used and evaluated physical education instructional software, equipment and 
simulations a ro riate for rade level(s) I will teach. 
Piactitiotier ~I, have desigiied authentic learning activities,f6r diverse learner': 
h, ,, icafeducation,instructfonal software;' , ui ment;'and simulations. 
Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that require students to use physical education instructional software, equipment and simulations 
as compared to traditional methods in producing intended learner outcomes for all students, 
includin diverse learners. 
Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of using 
audio/visual technology to provide feedback on performances as compared to traditional methods 
in roducin' intended learner outcomes for all students, includin diverse learners. 
\i24:/;:c;; '.Use'instructioiihl!software'tind'CA.o:t&litio1o•··,Tohtheatre1ns®~ti6ri/uesf'n'bruirection:'.i'i;c;r\::),?, 
Pre-novice - I am not aware of software or CAD technolo for use in theatre instruction. 
ii~~~t~~~tlei~Mts~~:t~J?r1,iff ~l~!;it:'ttues'1 ·., '''ilieafr 
=====...;_""'-"'-'-I 
Apprentice - I have used and evaluated a variety of software for theatre design, instructionor 
direction a ro riate for the rade level(s) I will teach or direct. ' 
~~?!~~~~·?rs~,~~,~~:~rr~:r~1~2~i 
Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that require students to use .theatre design, theatre directing and CAD software as compared to 
traditional methods in producing intended learner outcomes for all students, including diverse 
learners. 
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•
1:2s1t:,;/ mse'iristiuctf6nat ,softwfu'e;andiMIDiteciiifotd '··•;,;niffsfo::~om (:;,i@::;;;; • 
Pre-novice - I am not aware of software or MIDI technolo for use in music instruction. 
ii~!i~i~%~~i;l~li!t,~:~~llit~1~~Wif~!ttifrr 
Apprentice - I have used and evaluated a variety of software for music composition or instruction 
a ro riate for rade level(s that I will teach. . . . 
Expert- I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that require students to use music composition or instruction software as compared to traditional 
methods in roducin intended learner outcomes for all students, includin diverse learners. 
Apprentice - I have used and evaluated digital imaging programs appropriate for the grade 
level(s) that I will teach. 
Expert- I reflect upon and make educ.1ted .dedsions in determining .the effectiveness of activities 
that require students to use digital imaging programs as compared to traditional methods in 
roducin intended learner outcomes for all students, includin diverse learners. 
::'.;trJff 1~· ::9~~!~~~1~fJ!~n~!~a,rp~~?1:~;~~f;f!~rJ~~zrj~~~~~;::~?~~~~~:lf ~~~:1,r~::f~~~~~:;~~:1·M':~:':' 
Pre-novice-:- I am not aware of instructional software for reading, viewing, writing, listening, 
s akin ; and rformance instruction. . 
Apprentice - I have used and evaluated software such as CD-ROM interactive books and writing 
and ublishin software a ro riate for rade level s) that I will teach. lfi\iWJit~,,~~-g,r~IJtjTJ~;m•tfi~ 
Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that require students to use software for reading, viewing, writing, listening, speaking, and 
performance as compared to traditional methods in producing intended learner outcomes for all 
students, includin diverse learners. 
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···au&fi;~~~~t~f ?!~~!}'.~~~:~!;!• 
Expert - I reflect upon and make .educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that require students to use foreign language technologies as compared to traditional methods in 
roducin intended learner outcomes for all students, includin divers learners. 
Pre-novice - I am not aware of calculator use for mathematics instruction. 
A rentice - I have used a varlet . of calculators and extensions to learn mathematics. 
Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that require students to use appropriate calculators and extensions as compared to traditional 
methods in roducin intended learner outcomes for all students, includin diverse learners. 
It~l~~~~r&;l~~Wr'.•• .. ;;.•. 
Pre-novice - I am not aware of software use for mathematics instruction. 
Expert- I reflect upon and make edu~ted decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that require students to use appropriate software for mathematics as compared to traditional 
methods in roducin intended learner outcomes for all students, includin diverse learners. 
Apprentice - I have used and evaluated computer/video equipment and media (e.g. computers -
software and internet; videodisc players -videodiscs & bar code readers; VCR's -videotapes; 
video cameras, digital cameras, and FlexCams) and nay supporting material appropriate for 
science instruction and in ui in the rade level(s) that I will teach. 
Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that require computer and video systems in addressing the needs of my students and whether they 
are consistent with current national science education initiatives. 
Pre-novice - I am not aware of computer and calculator data-collection, display, and analysis 
Iaborato tools for science instruction and in ui . 
Apprentice - I have used and evaluated computer and calculator data-collection, display, and 
analysis laboratory equipment (e.g. universal laboratory interfaces with computers and probes, 
calculator laboratory systems with calculators and probes, and Graphical Analysis Software) and 
any supporting instructional materials appropriate for science instruction and inquiry in the grade 
Ievel(s) that I will teach. 
Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that require computer and calculator data-collection, display, & analysis laboratory tools in 
addressing the needs of students and whether they are consistent with current national science 
education initiatives. 
Pre-novice - I am not aware of instructional software for the social sciences. 
Apprentice - I have used and evaluated software for role-playing, simulations or research in the 
social sciences a ro riate for rade level(s that I will teach. 
Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of activities 
that incorporate software for role-playing, simulations or research in the social sciences as 
compared to traditional methods in producing intended learner outcomes for all students, 
includin diverse learners. 
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APPENDIXB 
Questions selected from the University of Northern Iowa's 
Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies 
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Questions selected from the University of Northern Iowa's 
Preservice Teacher Technology Competencies 
1. Operate a multimedia computer system, including software, accessing programs or files in other 
drives (such as CD-ROM in drive d:/), saving and deleting files, organizing folders and 
maintaining backups within the context of Macintosh, Windows, and networked systems. 
a. Pre-novice - I do not know how to operate a multimedia computer system. 
b. Novice - I use th4e computer to run a few specific, pre-loaded programs. I sometimes 
save documents I've created but often cannot control or identify where they are saved. 
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c. Apprentice - I use operating system tools to install software, access programs or files in 
other drives (CD-ROM in drive d:/), and save and delete files within the context of 
Macintosh, Windows, and networked systems. I create my own folders to keep my files 
organized and maintain backups of my work. 
d. Practitioner - I have designed authentic learning activities for diverse learners to teach 
my students to access programs or files in other drives, save and delete files, organize 
folders, and maintain backups within the context of Macintosh, Windows, and networked 
systems. 
e. Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of 
activities that teach my students to access programs or files in other drives, save and 
delete files, organize folder, and maintain backups within the context of Macintosh, 
Windows, and networked systems .. 
2. Use terminology related to computers and technology appropriately in written and oral 
communications. 
a. Pre-novice - I do not know any computer terminology. 
b. Novice - I understand basic computer terniinology when it is used in classes. 
c. Apprentice - I understand terminology in computer hardware or software manuals or help 
files and can teach myself new program applications. I use correct computer terminology 
in written and oral directions for my students. 
d. Practitioner - I have designed authentic learning activities for diverse learners to teach 
my student computer terminology. 
e. Expert-I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of 
activities that teach my students computer terminology. 
3. Describe and implement basic trouble-shooting techniques. For multimedia computer systems 
with related peripheral devices. 
a. Pre-novice - I do not know any trouble-shooting techniques. 
b. Novice - I attempt to trouble-shoot before asking for help when having problems on the 
computer. 
c. Apprentice - I usually trouble-shoot successfully when basic problems with my computer 
or peripherals occur. I efficiently explain problems I am having to computer support 
personnel and am able to implement their suggestions. 
d. Practitioner - I have designed authentic learning activities for diverse learners to teach 
my students basic trouble-shooting techniques. 
e. Expert..;.. I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of 
activities that teach my students basic trouble-shooting techniques. 
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4. Demonstrate awareness of uses of computers and computing technology in business, industry, and 
society. 
a. Pre-novice - I do not know how computing technology impacts business, industry, and 
society. 
b. Novice - I have seen, read, or heard about the impact of computing technology in 
business, industry, and society. 
c. Apprentice - I have considered both positive and negative effects of the impact of 
computing technology in business, industry, and society. 
d. Practitioner - I have designed authentic learning activities for diverse learners that will 
help my students gain awareness of the impact on computing technology in business, 
industry, and society. 
e. Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of 
activities that help my students gain awareness of the impact of computing technology in 
business, industry, and society.· 
5. Demonstrate knowledge of equity;ethics, legal and human issues concerning use of computers 
and technology. 
a. Pre-novice - I am not aware of equity, ethics, legal and human issues concerning 
computer use. · 
b. Novice - I have heard of equity, ethics, legal and human issues such as copyright laws 
concerning information and computer software and the importance of providing all 
students equitable access to information technology. 
c. Apprentice I understand the copyright law of1976 and the multimedia fair use guidelines 
of 1996 and I provide equitable access to information technology for all students in my 
classroom 
d. Practitioner - I have designed authentic learning activities for diverse learners to teach 
my i;tudents about copyright laws concerning information and computer software and the 
importance of equitable access to information technology. 
e. Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of 
activities that help my students gain awareness of copyright laws concerning information 
and computer software and the importance of equitable access to information technology. 
6. Demonstrate awareness of resources for adaptive assistive devices for students with special needs. 
a Pre-novice - I am not aware of any adaptive assistive devices for students with special 
needs. 
b. Novice - I am aware of a.variety of adaptive assistive devices for students with special 
needs. 
c. Apprentice - I have observed adaptive assistive devices in use. 
d. Practitioner - I have planned to incorporate adaptive assistive devices for students with 
special needs. · 
e. Expert- I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of 
adaptive assistive devices for students with special needs. 
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7. Use World Wide Web sources to gather information and analyze the authority, accuracy, currency, 
and relevance. 
a. Pre-novice- I do not use the World Wide Web sources.to gather and analyze 
information. · 
b. _Novice - I am aware that educational sources exist on the Web, but I don not use the 
Web regularly to find educational information. 
c. Apprentice - I use lists of Web resources and make profitable use of Web search engines 
to explore educational resources to find lesson plans and/or teacher materials. I use a 
variety of search strategies, including the use of Boolean (and, or, not) searches to help 
target the search. I follow links from _these sites to various Web resources. I regularly 
evaluate Web resources for authority, accuracy, currency, and relevance. 
d. Practitioner - I have designed authentic learning activities for diverse learners that 
involve my students in learning to efficiently access Web resources in their research and 
evaluate the authority, accuracy, currency, and relevance. My activities require students 
go beyond the "go find out about. .. " level by structuring a search across a variety of 
sources and formats to locate the bet information to meet a particular need. 
e. Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of 
activities using Web resources to access information as compared to or combined with 
traditional methods in producing intended learner outcomes for all students, including 
diverse learners. 
8. Use electronic informational and reference sources (e.g. CD-ROMs or laserdiscs about oceans, art, 
Shakespeare, or Africa or a periodical index or multimedia encyclopedia) to gather information 
and analyze the authority, accuracy, currency, and relevance. 
a. Pre-novice - I do not use electronic informational and reference sources. 
b. Novice - I conduct simple searches with the electronic encyclopedia, periodical index, 
and library catalog when required for research. 
c. Apprentice - I have evaluated several electronic informational and reference resources 
for the appropriate grade level and content area for my students' research. I use a variety 
of search engines, including the sue of Boolean (and, or, not) searches to help target the 
search. 
d. Practitioner-:- I have designed authentic learning activities for diverse learners that 
involve my students in learning to efficiently access information in electronic formats for 
their research and to evaluate the authority, accuracy, currency, and relevance, My 
activities require students go beyond the "go find out about. .. " level by structuring a 
search across a variety of sources and formats to locate the best information to meet a 
particular need. 
e. Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of 
activities using electronic resources to access information as compared to or combined 
with traditional methods in producing intended learner outcomes for all students, 
including diverse learners. 
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9. Use Internet and e-mail to communicate with others. 
a. Pre-novice - I do not use Internet and e-mail to communicate with others. 
b. Novice- I have an e-mail account,'but I use it only to e-mail friends and family. 
c. Apprentice - I use e-mail when required for classes and have belonged to a listserv in my 
professional areas. I check my e-mail account on a regular basis and maintain mail 
folders in an organized manner. 
d. Practitioner- I have designed authentic learning activities for diverse learners that 
involve my students in using e-mail or telecollaborative project web sites to communicate 
with other students arid experts at remote sites. Examples my include the GLOBE project 
where students share local scientific data with others from around the world, a Virtual 
Field Trip to another country, sharing of peace poems, or one of the many 
telecollaborartive projects listed at sites. Such as Kidlink 
(htt_p://www.kidlink.org/KIDPROJ/index.html) or Global SchoolNet 
(http://www.gsn.org/). 
e. Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of 
activities using e-mail and telecollaborative project Web sites to communicate with 
others as compared to or combined with traditional methods in producing intended 
learner outcomes for all students, including diverse learners. 
10. Use word processing and print layout design applications to compose, revise, and produce 
materials, documents, newsletters, or brochures. 
a. Pre-novice - I do not use a word processor. 
b. Novice _. I use a word processing program for simple documents; which I know I will 
modify and use again. 
c. Apprentice - I use a word processing program for nearly all my written professional 
work: papers, letters, creation of lesson plans; units, worksheets, newsletters, and other 
classroom materials. I edit, spell check, change the format, and add graphics or tables to 
documents. I fell my work looks professional. 
d. Practitioner.:.. I have designed authentic learning activities for diverse learners that 
require my students to use word processors to compose, revise, and produce professional 
looking reports, newsletters, brochures, etc. 
e. Expert- I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of 
· activities using word processing to produce reports, etc. as compared to or combined with 
traditional methods in producing intended learner outcomes for all students, including 
diverse learners. 
11. Use databases to collect, organize and analyze data and produce meaningful reports to aid in 
problem solving. 
a. Pre-novice .:.. I do not use databases. 
b. Novice - I understand the use of a database and can locate information from a pre-made 
database such as an automated library catalog: .; ' 
c. Apprentice - I create my own databases to collect and analyze data. I define the fields 
and choose a layout to organize information I have gathered. I use my database to answer 
questions about my information. 
d. Practitioner - I have designed authentic learning activities for diverse learners to teach 
students to create and use databases to collect, organize, analyze data, and produce 
meaningful reports to answer questions about their information. 
e. Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in determining the effectiveness of 
activities using databases to collect, organize and analyze data to produce meaningful 
answers as compared to or combined with traditional methods in producing intended 
learner outcomes for all students, including diverse learners. 
12. Use spreadsheets to calculate and display infonnation and produce meaningful reports to aid in 
problem-solving. 
a Pre-novice - I do not use spreadsheets. 
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b. Novice - I understand the use of a spreadsheet and can navigate within one. I can create a 
simple spreadsheet, which adds a column of numbers. 
c. Apprentice -I use spreadsheets for a variety of data-keeping tasks. I use labels, fonnulas, 
cell references and fonnatting tools in my spreadsheets. I choose charts, which best 
represent my data. , 
d. Practitioner - I have designed authentic learning activities for diverse learners to teach 
students to use spreadsheets to improve their own data keeping, analysis, and report 
generating skills. 
e. Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in detennining the effectiveness of 
activities using spreadsheets to calculate and display data and produce meaningful reports 
as compared to or combined with traditional methods in producing intended learner 
outcomes for all students, including diverse learners. 
13. Use graphic organizer software to display infonnation graphically for brainstonning or decision-
making sessions. 
a. Pre-novice - I do not use graphic organizer software. 
b. Novice - I understand the use of graphic organizers and can create simple concept maps 
or drawings of related, concepts. 
c. Apprentice -I use graphic organizers,displayed with a projection unit, to facilitate 
brainstonning or decision-making sessions or to create handouts or transparencies that 
'illustrate related concepts. 
d. Practitioner - I have designed authentic learning activities for diverse learners to teach 
students how to use graphic organizer software to organize their thought and ideas about 
a topic. , 
e. Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in detennining the effectiveness of 
activities using graphic organizers to create concept maps as compared to traditional 
methods in·producing intended learn~r outcomes for all students, including diverse 
learners. 
14. Use multimedia software to create multimedia reports or presentations. 
a Pre-novice - I do not use multimedia software. 
b. Novice - I am aware that it is possible to create multimedia presentation and have 
experimented with the software at a J?asic level, but I usually present my infonnation to 
classes or groups in a single application such as a handout or transparency. 
c. Apprentice - I create professional multimedia reports or presentations, which incorporate 
various multimedia elements such as sound, video clips, and graphics. 
d. Practitioner - I have designed authentic learning activities for diverse learners to teach 
students how to use multimedia report or presentation software to present infonnation 
creatively or persuasively. 
e. Expert - I reflect upon and make educated decisions in detennining the effectiveness of 
activities using multimedia report and presentation software to produce reports as 
compared to traditional methods in producing intended learner outcomes for all students, 
including diverse learners. 
